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Risk Assessor - The Future of Work Place Safety
A demo and presentation of the award winning
Innovative Mobile Risk Assessment & Safety App System
Risk Assessments: Creating & Customise Detailed Risk Assessments on Mobile Devices & Desk
Tops, Upload and Share reports & Templates
Method Statements: Create detailed templates for your entire company, link to Risk
Assessments to create your RAMS
Custom Audits: Create Custom audits with instant stats from uploaded data
Accident Prevention Reporting: A quick, easy and mobile feature module to capture and
report near misses.
Data &Statistics: Capture real live data from reports, manage, review and identify trends
across the business.
Bespoke: A bespoke service to help build, develop and implement your very own safety
system, from an App to full system solution.

Risk Assessor Continued ... Key Points:
 The app and the system enable the user to create Method Statements and Risk Assessments –
on site, if necessary - following a standard pre-set format.
 The system is freely available for a 30 day trial. There is an annual cost, unless the system is run
on the user’s server.
 The format can be changed and made bespoke to a client’s requirements.
 The app can incorporate review reminders, external reports and photographs.
 The tool can also be run from the desktop.
 RAMS can be created “off-line” and then, when within a Wi-fi area, the information can be
automatically sent to the client.
 One key advantage is that photographs can be taken of a situation and, with the use of the
inbuilt library of hazard icons, each hazard can be swiftly identified. A full description of the
hazard will be outlined within the main document.
 The system allows the user to produce an automatic RA and work out the severity of risk once
the hazards have been populated. A password can be set to enable employees to view (but not
edit) the data.
 The user is able to select, from a drop-down menu, the applicable legislation.
 The facility for voice activation can be added.
 Accident reporting is another feature within the system. Alerts can be set to immediately notify
relevant personnel who are required to take action following an event.
 The client has control over what is stored and can remove information no longer required.
 There is a data limit per client and the choice is: 150mb – equivalent to 400-450 reports or
300mb (900 reports).
 Data is held securely across three sites, two of which are within the UK.

